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- 60%+ of the content comes from outside of the United States
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- 2.9M+ downloads in 2020 (1 every 11 seconds)

*The ARCHIVES is the most influential journal on rehabilitation* in the world—its papers have been cited more than any other rehabilitation journal.
HOW THIS WORKS

- *The Archives of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation* is a scientific, peer-reviewed journal that publishes original articles that report on important trends and developments in physical medicine and rehabilitation and in the wider interdisciplinary field of rehabilitation.
- *The ARCHIVES* is a subscription-based journal available to ACRM members and to 5,000+ institutions worldwide.
- Authors submitting their work to *The ARCHIVES* should follow the [author instructions](#) and submit their paper [here](#).
- Authors in *The ARCHIVES* have the option to publish their article under the gold open access model by paying an article processing charge (APC).

ARTICLE PROCESSING CHARGES

- **ACRM Member Benefit:** 20% discount off the article processing charge
- **Original Research, Review Articles, Special Communication and Brief Reports:** $3,200 for members / $4,000 for non-members

DETAILS

- Authors only pay the article processing charge (APC) for accepted manuscripts. There are no submission fees.
- Articles are published under the CC BY-NC-ND license.
- Articles will be freely available online and still appear in a print issue of the journal.
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*The ARCHIVES* is the most-cited lifetime journal in the field of physical medicine and rehabilitation and rated number one in google scholar. Articles in *The ARCHIVES* are downloaded 2.9 million+ times per year. Publishing your work in *The ARCHIVES* under the open access model ensures it will meet the widest possible audience leading to higher citations and greater impact.
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